
CHecking out the PDF
This extensive course outline:

Checking Out the PDF

Zooming In and Snooping Around

Zooming in will tell you immediately if objects in the file are Raster or Vector. An all-raster file 
can signal a whole list of possible problems, including:

 ➤ Low Resolution
 ➤ CMYK Blacks
 ➤ File creators who don’t know what they are doing

Since you can’t create Raster art IN InDesign or Quark it’s a sure sign someone used Photo-
shop, opened a PDF in Photoshop or used other programs that create Raster data.

What Does the Properties Window Tell Us?

The Properties offers two important tabs that we need to focus on: Description and 
Fonts.
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Checking out the PDF
Properties cont.

Application: 

 ➤  PageMaker Can’t export PDF No Transparency Vector/Raster
 ➤  Quark 3-5 Can’t export PDF No Transparency Vector/Raster
 ➤  Illustrator Save as PDF Transparency since 10 Vector/Raster
 ➤  InDesign Export PDF Transparency  Vector/Raster
 ➤  Photoshop Save as PDF Transparency Vector/Raster

PDF Producer:

 ➤ Distiller No Transparency
 ➤ Adobe PDF Library Transparency

PDF Version:

 ➤ Acrobat 4 (PDF 1.3) No Transparency Can place in PM or QXD
 ➤ Acrobat 5 (PDF 1.4) Transparency Limited Placement
 ➤ Acrobat 6(PDF 1.5) Trans., Layers, Interactive Limited Placement
 ➤ Acrobat 7 (PDF 1.6) Trans., Layers, Interactive Limited Placement
 ➤ Acrobat 8 (PDF 1.7) Trans., Layers, Interactive Limited Placement
 ➤ Acrobat 9 (PDF 1.8) Trans., Layers, Interactive Limited Placement
 ➤ Acrobat 10 (PDF 1.9) Trans., Layers, Interactive Limited Placement

Fonts

 ➤ Embedded Complete or Subset
 ➤ Not Embedded May not be allowed
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Output PReview
Digging Deeper with Output Preview

Overprint Preview

Too often, an overprint problem isn’t found until it’s on press...or 
later. Whites that disappear, Yellows that turn to mud and more 
because instead of knocking out to paper, they simply blend 
with the color underneath.

Can it be fixed? Maybe...but if not, it’s still better to know imme-
diately to contact the customer than after the paper comes out 
and they’re blaming you.

One quick attempt to fix is the Edit Objects tool and opening in 
Illustrator. If it’s text, you may have font issues, but there are ways 
around that, too. It’s worth a try.

Separations Preview

Find out immediately if there are spot colors in the PDF that 
need to be converted to CMYK or remapped to a different spot.

The Ink Manager

One of my favorite features (InDesign has one, too), it’s useful for 
converting SPOTS to process or remapping (aliasing) SPOTS to 
different SPOTS.

Since you can do this in InDesign prior to output, there really 
isn’t much need to do it here unless you are Quark or PageMaker users.

Finding CMYK Blacks

The best way to find them is to turn off the Black plate and see if there is anything where it 
shouldn’t be.
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Touch-up Tools
Simple Fixes with the TouchUp Tools

The TouchUp Text Tool

Need to change a date or some simple text, 
you can do it with the Touch Up Text/Edit 
Document Text Tool.

To use it just highlight the text in the docu-
ment you want to edit.

Just remember it may not always work. 
Depending on how fonts were embedded 
and security options, you may not be able to 
edit anything.

Changing font might help...if you can.

Also remember the limitations of columns, spacing, etc. Acrobat is NOT a pagination tool. It also has 
no styles, swatches, etc.

The TouchUp Object Tool

You can exctract art to edit, change, repur-
pose in another document...fun. 

With this tool just right + click on the object 
and select Edit Object from the menu.

If the Object is Raster it will open in Photo-
shop. If it’s Vector it will open in Illustrator.

If you have nothing selected and you use it 
the entire art will open in Illustrator.

Export All Images

Cropping
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Converting Colors
Converting Colors

 Converting Colors in Acrobat

Converting through InDesign

You can stop worrying about RGB ads if you use InDesign. 
When exporting from InDesign to PDF or Print, you can 
convert all colors to CMYK using the same color settings 
you use in Photoshop. Simple.

In fact, I never convert colors to CMYK, even for photos 
placed on a page...I let InDesign or the RIP do all the heavy 
lifting.
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Dealing with Transparency
Managing Transparency

Depending on your output device, transparency can be a problem. It can also be a problem if 
you are using PageMaker or older versions of QuarkXPress.

Transparency can include drop shadows and other effects, knockouts, opacity and more. It’s 
not the LOOK of transparency, it’s transparency code that needs to be understood by either 
the application sending the final file or the receiving output device.

Finding Transparency

If you are using InDesign, it’s not really important to know if there is transparency if you have 
the correct export settings. You might want to know, just in case, and you can use the Trans-
parency Preview to see it.
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Dealing with Transparency
What Is Flattening?

Flattening Transparency is not the same as Flattening Layers in Photoshop. Flattening Layers 
puts all layers as a single layer and rasterizes everything. Transparency Flattening is more like 
digesting the file in a way it can be handled in output. It can contain vector and/or raster 
data.

How to Flatten Transparency in Your PDF

In Acrobat you can use the Transparency Preview Window to flatten.

In InDesign you can flatten in the Export or Print. To flatten in Export you have to make the 
PDF Compatible with Acrobat 4 (PDF1.3).

At the RIP. If your print provider can flatten during output, this is best. Call and see.

With Opacity applied 
to top object Flattened and moved
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FOnts
What’s Going on with Fonts?

Fonts have always been a problem. People think that since you can embed fonts in PDFs the 
problem goes away...uh...nope.

Embedding Fonts

When exporting from InDesign you can automatically Embed fonts...unless they are unem-
bedable (I don’t know if that’s a word). Some fonts CANNOT be embedded due to the foundry 
adding code to prevent it.

If you make EPS files and try to PDF through distiller, fonts are NOT in the EPS so it’s important 
the PDF is created on the same machine as the EPS.

If you PostScript and Distill, you need to embed the fonts in the .ps file or make sure you Distill 
on the same machine as the PostScript was created.

Subset Fonts

Subsetting makes file size smaller by not including all characters in the font...only the ones 
actually used. You can control this in distiller and export from all Adobe products.

Fixing Missing Fonts

Sometimes you get lucky and you can fix missing fonts by selecting the font and replacing it 
with a like font. If it’s going to cause a lot of text reflow, Acrobat probably won’t allow it.

If the font that’s not embedded is a version of Garamond, try replacing with a Garamond you 
have on your machine.

You can do this by selecting the text with the TouchUp Text Tool, right-clicking and choosing 
Properties.
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Preflighting
Preflighting PDFs

What Is Preflighting?

Preflighting is processing your PDF through a list of checks that let you know quickly if there 
are possible problems. For example, if you are using an older QuarkXPress, transparency 
would be a problem. It would also be a problem if the compatibility of the PDF is newer than 
1.3. So you can create a Preflight Profile to check for those things and alert you if they are 
there.

Using Default Profiles

Acrobat comes with a list of default profiles. In my opinion, they are overkill and it’s best to 
create a custom one. But for starters, you can test them and see if they suit you.

Checks vs. Fixups

Checks will only look for problems you’ve noted and list them. It’s possible in newer versions 
of Acrobat to have some problems Fixed after the problem has been found.

Creating a Custom Profile

If the only thing you care about is whether fonts are embedded, or not, then just check for 
that. Or for low resolution images. Or RGB. Really, it’s up to you and your workflow. 

Keep in mind that you will need to check for fewer things with InDesign (because ID can fix 
many issues during output) than PageMaker and QuarkXPress.

The Power of Droplets

Want to work quickly? Create a droplet for your preflight profiles and then you can just drop 
the PDFs it and it will do the heavy lifting. Good PDFs go into one folder...bad ones in another. 
Even a caveman could do it.
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what about Photoshop?
When to Use Photoshop as a PDF Repair Tool (and When Not To)

Too often I see newspapers use Photoshop and the “fix” for problem PDFs. Even though it may 
make the PDF printable and “reliable” it creates other problems. CMYK blacks and low-resolu-
tion text are top of the list.

The Danger of Raster

When a PDF is opened in Photoshop it is rasterized...everything. Unless it’s a Photoshop PDF, 
which is rare. Now you’ve turned your PDF into a photo reliant upon the image resolution for 
quality.

If you open it at high resolution, that helps...until 
you create a PDF of the page and tell it to downs-
ample all the images to 200. Ouch!

Fixing CMYK Blacks

Once a PDF is in Photoshop it’s not a PDF anymore. 
Now it’s a photo and you’ll have to treat it like that. 
To fix the CMYK blacks that you created, you’ll have 
to work with channels and mess around. IF there’s 
overlapping, that’s going to be even more work, 
involving selections and other fun.
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Using Illustrator as an Editing Tool
 Using Illustrator as a PDF Repair Tool

Oftentimes you can work miricles in Illustrator, if you know what you’re doing. I strongly rec-
ommend Illustrator knowledge in this day and age, if nothing more than to fix problem PDFs. 

You can open a PDF in Illustrator or, using the Edit Object Tool, right-click with nothing se-
lected and choose Edit Image. It will open up for you in Illustrator automatically.

Remember that fonts are going to be an issue. Even though they are embedded into the PDF, 
that’s just for print. If you want to open in Illustrator, you’ll need to have the fonts on your 
machine. Often, you’ll just replace with a like font and get through it.

The PDF Power of Illustrator

Saving a PDF from Illustrator can preserve all editing capabilities. In fact, you can open an 
Illustrator file in Acrobat.
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Export vs. Distill
Exporting vs. Printing & Distilling

Since the first version of InDesign you could export directly to PDF without Distiller. Later ver-
sions of QuarkXPress and PageMaker 7.0 allowed it, as well.

There are advantages to both, but if you are using later versions of InDesign I recommend you  
text exporting to see if it will work for you. If so, it’s the preferred method. If not, PostScript/
Distill.

Exporting from InDesign

Exporting from QuarkXPress

Printing PostScript

Acrobat Distiller
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blah blah Blah
Have You Metadata?

Metadata in PDFs

If you are using InDesign to Export PDFs, any metadata you put in the photo will be preserved 
all the way to the PDF.

Metadata is lost in Print/Distill, Export from Quark or PageMaker.
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